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ENGLISH – the language of the skies
ICAEA’s mission is:

• to promote the development and understanding of the use and effective application of English in aviation.
• ICAEA aims to improve standards and understanding of the role of English in communications in all aspects of aviation. ICAEA raises awareness of the role of English in aviation safety, service quality and efficiency by providing a forum for an exchange of ideas and discussion.
Changing Perspectives on Aviation English Training

- ICAEA invites you
  - to question our panel of international experts
  - to look afresh at aspects of training aviation English
  - to improve your own skill sets
Through presentations, discussions and workshops on a variety of topical issues
Changing Perspectives on Aviation English Training

- Challenges you take a fresh look at, inter alia
  - Needs of trainees
  - Challenges to gaining language proficiency
  - Training beyond the ICAO LPRs
  - Effective training for trainers
  - Creating awareness for expert speakers
  - Learning via modern technologies
  - Defining authentic materials
Aviation safety – you can make the difference

Join ICAEA today with 210 aviation professionals from 61 countries across the globe

www.icaea.aero